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The English Department at U.C. Berkeley has developed two multimedia humanities websites at “Shakespeare’s Staging” and  “Milton Revealed,” illustrating classic rewards and problems in creating digital humanities programs. Users have been uniformly positive about the simple, selective, and fully organized structures. Visits are numerous, averaging 200-400 page hits daily to each site, but often rising to a thousand or more at such times as exam preparation. In ten years the Shakespeare site has accumulated about one million visits, and two million page hits. In two years the Milton site has reached over 100,000 hits annually. 
Initially, in 2005, there were few obvious precedents for the Shakespeare site (the  first of these two), which combined bibliographies, single images, video clips, and inter-site connections with relevant collections, such as the National Portrait Gallery. It also described in detail the UCB Shakespeare Program from the performance orientation of which the site’s data was largely derived.  As a result of this diversity of material, the platform for the Shakespeare was initially cobbled together from various sources, each with a facility covering part of the program. The result was precarious and frequently collapsed, and we are only now able to redesign the site to match one of the current platforms with an appropriate range of facilities. As the site is vast the transfer has proved protracted and demanding.  Available programs still do not match our concerns closely as they are not primarily directed towards the needs of humanities scholarship and pedagogy. 
However, despite the divergences between the available technology and our content and purposes, we started off with certain advantages. Understandably we chose a performance emphasis, a theme in which our departmental Shakespeare Program had become expert, and which suited the high audio-visual potentialities of the internet. Over many decades of teaching Shakespeare and stressing audio-visual approaches, we had collected a multitude of still images personally photographed in the surviving Renaissance theatres throughout Europe, such as the Teatro Olympico at Vicenza, the Almagro Theatre near Madrid, as well as recording productions of the open-air mystery plays which were the antecedents of the Elizabethan stage..
 Moreover, a pattern of courses at UCB was developed that culminated regularly in an open-air production of a Shakespeare play, or of a closely related script (such as Webster’s The White Devil; or Milton’s Paradise Lost, using a script based on direct speech in the epic, reverting to Milton’s original intent). Over thirty years these productions were systematically videotaped to provide a core of illustrative material for the courses. We also had the advantage of close association with a local Catholic College, Holy Names University,, which had explored productions  covering the context of medieval drama lying behind Elizabethan theatre practices. As a result of this performance emphasis the UCB  Program also became closely associated with Sam Wanamaker’s project to rebuild Shakespeare’s original Globe theatre near its original site, leading ultimately to a taped performance of Much Ado About Nothing by our students at the completed theatre. The various stages of the development of this Globe rebuilding were also recorded for our use, and on 15 July 1996  we were honored to record one of the first Elizabethan style productions in the rebuilt theatre: the UCB open-air staging of Much Ado About Nothing.
This scholarly critical, and pedagogical approach to Shakespeare has become increasingly dominant in the modern academy while the UCB Shakespeare Program was exploiting it for thirty years, with the aid of our Drama Department, the UCB Media Center, and the Instructional Technology unit.  None of these units had any specific experience in what we were doing, but they were willing to co-operate, particularly after the UCB Shakespeare Program received an NEH grant of $100,000 to make a series of documentaries on Chaucer, Shakespeare, and Milton, covering the historical background, content and performance of the works of these three authors.  These documentaries proved successful in commercial distribution, with sales totaling over 10,000, and the resulting royalties provided over $200,000 for further humanistic developments. Including the two websites. 
By 2005 we had collected thousands of still photographs pertaining to Renaissance playhouse performances and their antecedents, going back to the theatres of classical Greece and Rome. By then we had also staged and videotaped about forty performances of Shakespeare’s plays and related texts on the UCB campus, and published three extensive bibliographies and discussions of the nature and history of Shakespeare performance. So all this material was available for our Shakespeare site without royalties, or copyright issues, or need for technical adjustments, which meant that, with free contributed services, the initial costs of creating the Shakespeare site were remarkably low (about $7,000), covered by residual royalties from distribution of the documentaries.  Moreover, as the sites developed, other institutional sources of material became more generous in permitting educational use freely, such as the Shakespeare Centre at Stratford-upon-Avon.  Technical support was available on campus at moderate cost, supplemented by voluntary help from students, faculty, staff, and theatre professionals. 
The Milton site evolved later along similar modest lines, aided by a technical program wholly funded by the UCB Townsend Center for the Humanities. In making our Milton documentary we had explored and photographed many relevant sites in England (Christ’s College, Cambridge; Ludlow Castle, the village of Horton, etc.). We had also staged and recorded a two-hour script of Paradise Lost, taped a discussion and performance of Henry Lawes’s music for Comus, using campus professional musicians, and staged and recorded an updated version of that masque. By defining the theme of the Milton site as the history of his historical and contemporary artistic impact, we were able again to focus on primarily audio-visual materials, supplemented by a bibliography covering that field kindly contributed by Brendan M. Prawdzik. Unfortunately, without warning the platform made freely available to us was abruptly withdrawn, without alternatives, resulting in the need for a costly recreation , developed over several months, during which the site was suspended – a typical hazard of internet use.
Furthermore, certain other recurring problems also became evident: how to finance further development; the need for expert and apt program design and publicity; frequent forced and expensive platform upgrading, with other maintenance costs; pursuing access to current materials with copyright costs; design conflicts between technologists, content experts, user concerns – and administrators’ attitudes (mostly indifference.) For the sites’ future development the most significant requirement postulated by our reviewers was the creation of interactive formats that encourage but do not pre-empt users’ own initiatives. We have often found that novel technologies are counter-intuitive to Humanists’ needs. Moreover, unlike completed book publication, because of the expectation of current updating digital sites require continuing teamwork, funding, and evolving technical sophistication. Comparable sites such as the excellent AHDS have often, like our Milton site,  been suspended from lack of such resources. Another threat is that newly converted administrations may exploit sites as a source of recorded programs (MOOCS) substituting for regular classes, or to create new self-referential and jargon-ridden units devoted primarily to digital expertise not service-orientated but devoted to self interests. 
At bottom all these problems derive from the basic tension in digital programming – the divergence of interest between content and technology, between general users interests and professional high expertise.  This divergence between service roles and disciplinary self-interest is endemic to the academic environment. University English Departments feel oppressed by the obligation to teach routine composition. Speech Departments are disinclined to devote themselves to teaching basic oral skills. The interests of art historians diverge from art practice. And so on. For example, a successful UCB program devoted to exploration of the art of Peter Breugel the Younger was assigned a grant to upgrade its options. The site was already effective but certainly gained in detailed applications, but it also acquired a vast range of irrelevant options, which left the art experts baffled as to how to recognize these unexpected and unrequired resources. Of course, it could be agued that this new range of options might invite salutary educational developments within the program, but this also risked introducing complications baffling to typical art-history students.
Thus, in our own Shakespeare site, the structure and procedures were elementary in the extreme, but users frequently expressed relief that access was so simple, in comparison with more sophisticated sites. For example, the brilliant Folger Shakespeare Library site offers a seemingly endless range of technical options, most of which require laborious acquisition of applications not necessarily required for most inquiries, but rendering them arduous in any preliminary approach. In such vast collections, typical of libraries, galleries and museums, there is also paradoxically a deficit in aids to researchers in that considerable effort is required to locate and evaluate the relevant items for a particular project. With Pieter Breughel the Younger the total information is relatively brief and manageable, and can readily be identified, but with such a topic as Shakespeare, the options are vast and close to infinite in character, covering scripts, scholarship, criticism, production history and reviews, as well as images and other recordings, such as film and video, covering materials varying from drawings, paintings, sculptures, scenery, architecture, costuming, etc. Our site gained from defining its function as exclusively performance of Shakespeare scripts, and establishing its high selectivity in a few clear categories: a broad outline of relevant previous theatre history in scholarship and images (theatres, actors, costuming), publications about performance in Elizabethan Playhouses (including the rebuilt Globe); scholarship and illustrations of the subsequent performance history of individual Shakespeare plays; a selection of clips from YouTube and from our own files of significant scenes from recent Shakespeare performances: a list of relevant alternative sites; and finally some samples of pedagogic procedures based on this material. Most recently we have added critical deployment of these resources in illustrative essays, attached to the bibliographies of individual plays. 
Finally we have learned that the campus will no longer support the platforms on which we based our Shakespeare site originally and we are challenged to redeploy the vast mass of material to suit new options and expectations. This process involves developing a whole new design and redeployment of content requiring months of effort and sustained technical expertise, for which funding has to be found. There is no doubt that in this effort it will be possible to greatly increase the search and cross –referencing of data , and upgrading many of the examples and references – but this requires new research which might have been devoted more profitably to activities on which regular professional credit is still too focused. As between a scholarly article, read initially by perhaps a dozen specialists, and the consolidation of scholarship and data such as our sites provide, accessed by literally a million users, the former still seems exclusively relevant to the profession generally. Our programs have received only academic recognition and publicity that has been self-developed. Little other record or recognition of our work exists, even if it may incidentally have publicized the dynamism and recognition of our institution’s contribution to the discipline, literally throughout the world. We have earned credit not only from Europe and North America but from such unexpected locations as Laos and  Cambodia, Iran and Pakistan, Algeria and Egypt – indeed, on a world map the only obvious gaps are three islands (Greenland, Madagascar and Iceland) plus the sub-Saharan African nations currently  suffering attacks from Isis and other guerillas or terrorists.. 


